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President’s Message 

 

2018-2019  IN REVIEW 
As I took over as your president, I thought excellent Ex Sec in Vicki, really good 

Board of Directors; how good could this be? Then reality set in, 2 show managers 

passed way. 2 more had medical problems and 3 venues (Fargo, Dickinson and Val-

ley City) had no contracts in place. And then there was the weather. Poor Keith in 

Rapid City had 2 blizzards in a row that greatly affected the number of venders able 

to attend, and Mitchell and Yankton also had some bad weather at one point.  

We had 9 out of 14 shows with a new manager. 

 
My hope is the next show year will be problem free and 

run smoothly.  
Our Board Summer Meeting will take place in Aberdeen 

on July 20th and all problems will be on the table. My 

next president’s message will contain information from 

the Summer Meeting as I will always try to share infor-

mation with the members. 

 

President  

Tom Seaburg 

 

SUMMER EDITION                               JULY 2019 

 

 

 

ONE OF THE ORIGINAL FOUNDERS OF THE DTGCA..STORY INSIDE 



           

        Our Extended  

            Sympathy 
 

The Association would like to notify 
you and recognize the death of the  following 

members. 

 

Charles Cochran, Custer, SD 

February 3, 2019 

W. Robert “Bob” Rang Sioux Falls, SD 

May 1, 2019 

 

 

 

SHOW AWARDS 

 
BEST OF SHOW 

Bill Bobby, Bowdle, SD—Rapid City Show 

 

COLLECTABLE LONG GUN 

Rory & Bob Ibes, Jamestown, ND—Bismarck Show 

 Remington 700 Display 

Rocky Ruele, Ellendale, ND—Aberdeen Show 

            Marlin Rifles 

Ray Oyen, Lead, SD—Rapid City Show 

 

COLLECTABLE LONG GUN DISPLAY 

Greg Dockter, Bismarck, ND—Bismarck Show 

Rocky Ruele, Ellendale, ND—Bismarck Show 

            Marlin Rifles 

Leo Semmler, Watertown, SD—Aberdeen Show 

            M1 Gerand Display 

 

COLLECTABLE HAND GUN 

Adam Sandvig, Enderlin, ND Bismarck Show 

             Rare 1857 Eli Whitney 36 cal. Civil War 

Bob Campbell, Big Stone City, SD—Aberdeen Show 

             Volcanic Pistol 

Ted French, Rapid City, SD—Rapid City Show 

 

COLLECTABLE HAND GUN DISPLAY 

Rick Schmaltz, Bismarck, ND—Bismarck Show 

Marty Vick, Mansfield, SD—Aberdeen Show 

             Colt Double Diamond 

 

HISTORICAL DISPLAY 

Bill Bobby, Bowdel, SD—Bismarck Show 

Dale Fliehs,Groton, SD—Bismarck Show 

Jim Hastings, Felton, MN—Aberdeen Show 

              Export Pigeon Thrower patented 1892 

Rick Olesen, Leads, SD—Rapid City Show 

 

FACES FROM THE PAST 

Halverson Brothers 

LtoR—Harold (2015) 

Arland (2010) Darwin (2011) 

Not pictured  Violet  

(Mrs. Arland Halvorson 2010) 
Arland & Violet were avid table 

vendors and displayers of the 

wonderful Model 12’s and 

Sharps rifles.   

DTGCA’s “Mr. Model 12” 

 

Insert furnished by  

Greg Dockter, Bismarck, ND 

24TH ANNUAL NRA GUN  

COLLECTORS SHOW AWARDS 

SIOUX FALLS TROPHY SHOW 

BEST SHOW EXHIBIT 

Sean McCarter— $4000.00  

Walter Roper Experiments of a hand gunner 

1st Runner Up 

Don “Duck” combs—$2500.00 

Remington Mod 12 Hi Grades 

2nd Runner Up 

Dale Peterson—$1500.00 

Antique Arms—$500.00   Larry Orr  

Classic Arms—$500.00    John Eckert 

Contemporary Arms—$500.00   

Rick Larson 

Combined Arms—$500.00   Jim Curlovic 

Smith & Wesson Exhibit—$500.00 

Jerry Fischer 

Military Exhibit—$500.00  Steve Griffin 

Best Arm of Show  Dale Peterson 

Related Arms Group  Greg Stahl 

Judges Choice   Larry Waler 



 

GUN SHOW UPDATES 
 

FARGO—No Facility Secured Yet 

 

DICKINSON—No Facility Secured Yet 

 
GRAND FORKS—show will be moving 

into the Alerus Arena, more space, more 

tables. 
 

 

 

NEW SHOW DATES  

BACK PAGE 

 

Semi- Auto 22 Rimfires  
by Curt Stahl, Bismarck, ND 

 
I started using 22’s in the late 1940’s and as far as I could tell semi autos were few 
and far between. Most of my acquaintances had pumps, bolt actions or even single 
shots. Two of our neighbors, friends of my parents, did have Winchester Model 63 
carbines. These came out in 1933 and were made for about three years before going 
from 20” to 23” barrels. I have no idea why Winchester added three inches to the 
length of the barrel; the only possible reason could be to lengthen the sighting plane, 
because all the powder is burned in the first 16 inches. The 63 carbines were factory 
tapped for tang sights and both of the neighbors’ rifles had Lyman tang sights. Those 
of you not familiar with these sights would find them quick and easy to use. Old timers 
that had them loved them. The 63’s cost about four or five as much as other 22’s.Side 
ejection is a plus in any rifle and semi-atomics had that. A little over 175,000 were 
made between 1933 and 1960. The last few years they came with a grooved receiver 
for scopes. These rifles are not easy to find, especially carbines and grooved receiver 
models. I have a few of these, and they functions well, are accurate and they are sim-
ple with very few parts. They also take down for cleaning and carrying in a travel case. 
Another favorite of mine is the Remington model 241 Speedmaster, a Browning pa-
tent, same quality as the Winchester. These are not easy to find either, but they are 

cheaper to buy. Both the 63 and the 241 are long rifles only. The reason they have long rifle only cartridges for blow 
back actions is because they are balanced to the recoil required to work the action. Both have tubular magazines in the 
butt stock. I think this the best magazine type and it’s the best location. The Browning 22 auto is smaller than the Re-
mington 241 but it is the same design otherwise. It is a very light weight rifle just smaller altogether. The Browning and 
the Remington have bottom ejection. Browning sold the design to Remington. The Winchester model 77 came out in 
1955 and ceased production in 1963. 217,180 were made. They were nice rifles, except they put a plastic trigger guard 
on them. They shoot well. They all have a grooved receiver. The last semi auto that I will mention is the Ruger 10-22. 
Thousands of them around, still made and loved by many. They shoot well, having a rotary box type magazine and 
they are cheap to buy. If you want to use a scope, get a rifle with a grooved receiver. A scope can be removed when 
desired and replaced without having to be zeroed again. Semi Autos need to be kept clean and probably use a graphite 
type (dry) lubricant, or if you use a little oil after use, put the rifle muzzle down for storage to keep oil out of the butt 
stock. I don’t recommend semi-autos for beginners, instead concentrate on accurate placement of the first and succes-
sive shots even on running game such as rabbits. Scopes for stationary targets such as gophers or prairie dogs are 
good choices. But, I recommend iron sights for all beginners. When I was young in the 40’s and early 50’s we had a 
large numbers of jackrabbits and red fox. Unprotected hawks and owls were predators at that time. Later these birds 
became protected birds of prey. The environment has also changed and today jackrabbits are usually hard to find. 
They were a favorite game of mine. Hawks and owls do great damage to upland birds and rabbits. I have witnessed 
this dozens of times. Skunks and raccoons are major problems for upland nests. I have left out uncommon auto rifles. If 
you want something a step up from these, they get expensive.. An example is the Valquartsen similar to the Ruger 10-
22, but very high quality. I like 22’s, the last gun show I was to in North Dakota I saw 22’s as high as $5,000, looking for 
a deep pocket collector. Gun Shows are doing well so far. The vendors are looking old. We need to work on recruiting. 
It looks to me like we will have almost 100% new faces within 10 years. 

Lenard Cave, Jamestown, ND 

 

Found by George  DeYonge.    

From FORT SULLY D.T.   

 

BLADE USED TO TAKE BARK  

OFF THE COTTONWOODS 



 
SKEET IS MY GAME – MODEL 12 IS MY FLAME 

A twenty-one gun salute illustrating eight decades of Model 12 SKEET 

DTGCA Gun Show, Bismarck ND, January 19th & 20th, 2019 

 
 Three eight-foot tables were needed to showcase 

this collection of repeating pump-action shotguns as-

sociated with the game of Skeet.  Display goals were 

listed as:  The origin of the game “SKEET”; The nam-

ing of the game “SKEET”; Winchester involvement 

and commitment to SKEET; Ken Barnes momentous 

1967 SKEET achievement (using Model 12’s); Display-

er’s personal involvement in the game SKEET. 

The title is a bit misleading, as  
1) There were two Model 42’s necessary to 

round out two Skeet four-gauge sets (traditionally a 

Skeet tournament consists of five events using four 

gauges of guns:  12-Gauge, 20-Gauge, 28-Gauge, .410 

Bore, and Doubles). 
2) There were two Browning Model 12’s and 

one Browning Model 42 (manufactured by Miroku and 

marketed by Browning in the late 1980’s and early 

1990’s to showcase those two respective decades). 
Of the eight decades highlighted (1920’s to the 

1990’s), only the 20’s decade did not have an actual 

firearm example.                                                   Greg Dockter, Bismarck, ND Show Manager Laura Ennen 

                                                       
While Winchester did not catalog a shotgun dedicated exclusively to the Skeet game until introduction of the Models 

12, 21, and 42 SKEET grades in 1933, Skeet shooters prior to that were well served by Model 12’s configured with 

26’ CYL barrels.                                                         
However, the 20’s decade was amply represented by extensive signage reproduced from the 1926 NATIONAL 

SPORTSMAN magazines.  Owner and Editor William Harndon Foster devised the game in the early 1920’s and spon-

sored a contest in 1926 to name the game.  Mrs. Gertrude Hurlbutt of Dayton, Montana submitted the winning entry 

(“skeet” being a Scandinavian word meaning “to shoot”), and thus won the $100 cash prize! 
The 21 exhibited examples also depicted all choke designations available in Model 12 configuration:  CYL; SKEET; 

WS1 (“Winchester Skeet 1”, or “Skeet In” terminology as used by competitor manufacturers); WS2 (the scarcest 

choke available in the Model 12 lineup:  “Winchester Skeet 2”, or “Skeet Out” terminology as used by competitor 

manufacturers); IMP CYL; MOD; IMP MOD; FULL; no choke marking (factory-installed choke device).   
One may ask how come so many different chokes are represented in a display dedicated to Skeet, a game using short-

barreled open-choked guns.  The answer is twofold:  Multi-barreled sets, and the fact that SKEET was a grade desig-

nation for Model 12, just as TRAP and PIGEON were grade designations.  Any regularly-catalogued barrel length and 

choke combination were available in any of the grade designations on special non-refundable order.  
The reference to Ken Barnes concerns the game’s first ever 400x400:  Yes, four 100-straitghts, 12 gauge, 20 gauge, 28 

gauge and .410 bore!  Accomplished with – you guessed it – Cutts-equipped vent-ribbed pump guns (three Model 12’s 

and a Model 42)!  He put this accomplishment together April 14-16, 1967 at the Western Open Skeet Champion-

ships, International Trap & Skeet Club, El Monte, California.  In the Skeet world, this opened the flood gates.  At the 

time of Wayne Mayes’ death in 2013, Todd Bender had 38 4x4’s, Wayne 36, and Minnesota’s own Mike Schmidt Jr. 

bringing up third with 23!  But Ken is the only one to do it with pump guns! 
“Shoot me” (no pun intended) your contact information to PerfectRepeater12@gmail.com or 701.400.GREG (4734), 

and I’ll mail you my four-page display handout.    
I hope this report will generate enough interest for you to grab that Skeet gun or upland gun and give Skeet a try, if 

nothing else to blow out the cobwebs before pheasant opener! 
Thanks again to DTGCA and show promoters and sponsors for providing this entertaining venue to meet and greet 

firearm enthusiasts.  Special thanks to Laura for her professionalism and friendly manner:  A job well-done! 
 



 
SIOUX FALLS CLASSIC GUN SHOW 

                                                              AKA: Pre 64 Gun Show, Collector Classic, Sioux Falls Collector Classic 

 
This unique show has went through a few name changes through the years to promote more enthusiasm, more ven-

dors and more attendance. This year it has made an additional diversity to change, there will be no discretion on what 

a vendor can have on their tables with the exception there must be 50% gun and 50% gun related items. 
The Sioux Falls Classic Gun Show will be held October 26/27, 2019 this year. This year will make or break the 

show, it is on a trial date and under a one year contract.  
If you want to see this show continue please support the show by renting tables and/or attending under the general 

attendance. Please contact show manager Rob Moore 605-630-2199 for table rental. The show will be heavily adver-

tised with billboards and paper/radio advertising. 

 

MODEL 1876 RIFLE 
 

 

AWARD  

FROM THE BISMARCK SHOW 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Don Glynn, 

               Fullerton, ND 



 

IN MEMORY OF JAMES APLAN   1931 – 2018 
One of the original founders of the DTGCA 

From the family of Jim Aplan 
Don Glynn recalls when the Dakota Territory Gun Collectors Association was forming: 
Jim called me and said why not make the association North and South Dakota?  That’s how the name Dakota Territory got started. 
We traded off-and-on and became friends for 60 years. We traveled together to different gun shows. I told him he always beat up on me: I should be black and 
blue from our trades.  
He was a great historian, that’s for sure. 
 
Peg Aplan recalls Jim’s participation in the early years of the association: 
When they started the Dakota Territory Gun Show, they held one in Sturgis.  In order to do it, they had to borrow tables from everyone they could. This worked 
well for the show, but what a mess it was to figure out who got which tables returned to them. 
Jim attended many shows in an old-fashioned panel truck, and when he reached a show, a lot of the trading took place before they even got it unloaded. 
At one show, because Jim brought so many Native American crafts, they decided to put him in the entrance hall, instead of with the rest of the gun vendors. It 
turned out to be the best show he’d ever had.  People saw his inventory first, loved the variety, and bought. 
For Jim, a gun-show was feast or famine. A new item sparked excitement. The history of the item or something involving it would fascinate him. Making a good 
trade or sale gave him a kick-start to wheel and deal more.   
The people at the shows were an extended family of friends. Once a young man at a show came and talked to Jim about an antique gun another vendor had.   Jim 
went to look at the gun and they returned discussing it.  Such excitement.  But the man was short money to make the buy, so it was just out of reach. Then, Jim 
took out his checkbook, and without being asked, wrote a check for what the man was short. It took the man awhile to repay the money, but that prized purchase 
still hangs in his house, a reminder of Jim being a friend, mentor and preserver of history. 

 

 

 

 

 
Dakota Territory Gun Collectors originated in the year 1961.  Started by a few farmers, who wanted to get together, swap stories and buy-sell or trade the 

pieces they had to each other.  From that small group, Dakota Territory Gun Collectors, (a.k.a. DTGCA) has grown to a membership of over 3000.  They 

organized themselves into an association and incorporated in the later years with the benefits of a corporation, having a Board of Directors and Executive 

Secretary. 

                      

           Lenard Cave             Jim Aplan                       Don Glynn                 Jim Aplan 2018 Bismarck Show 



 Third Reich handguns from captured or capitulating countries; 1938 – 1945 
By Brian Carlson, Oakdale, MN 

Note: this is (generally) the text from my display of the same name, which won Best Handgun Display at the Bismarck fall 2018 show. 

 
Continued from April Newsletter 
Representative examples: 

5. France  Manufacturer: Manufacture d’Armes de Bayonne, model D 

Nazi: Pistole MAB Kaliber 7.65mm 
France’s arms industry was in disarray when the country fell to the Nazis in June of 1940.  Since the 
1920’s, they had been working with Belgium’s FN on a service pistol, which eventually became the 
High Power (which, when it was finally perfected, they never ordered).  Manufacture d’Armes de 
Bayonne (MAB) had been in business in its namesake city since 1920, and had developed the Model 

D in 1933 for police use, functionally similar to the FN model 1922.  In 1939 the French military contracted for 16,000 
Model D pistols.  The city of Bayonne and the M.A.B. factory were controlled by German occupation forces from the 
summer of 1940 until late in 1944, with model D production (in 7,65mm only) continuing under their control.   

This example features a set of battlefield replacement Lucite grips.  They were popular on the MAB-D, by both Nazi’s 
and Allies who liberated them as war trophies,  due to the originals being easily broken. 

6. Hungary Original: Femaru-Fegyver-es Gepgyar, model 37; Nazi: Pistole Modell 37.  (7.65mm) 

The model 37 (in 9mm Kurz/.380 ACP) was adopted by the Hungarian military in 1937.  By mid 
1940, Hungary was a willing ally to Nazi Germany.  The Third Reich placed their initial order for 
this pistol in 1941, with an additional order in 1943.  However, they were chambered in 7.65mm 
caliber.  The Nazi’s assigned the factory manufacturer code “jhv”.  It was mostly (but not exclusive-
ly) secondary issue by the army.  Production ended in late 1944, when the Germans pulled as much 

heavy industry they could out of Hungary before the advancing Soviets could capture it.   

After the war, under the Communist regime, pistols made and exported from this plant were sold under the FEG 
name. 

7. Spain Manufacturer: Astra model 600 

Nazi: Pistole 600/43; P.08 (9mm Parabellum) 
While Spain was officially neutral during World War II, the reigning General Francisco Franco was 
in power due to the help of Germany’s Condor Legion expeditionary force during the Spanish Civil 
War of 1936-39.  The Nazis had used the Astra model 300 there and bought 9mm Largo caliber As-
tra model 400’s early in World War II.  In need of more handguns using standardized ammo, but 

with their production capacity stretched thin, Germany contracted Astra in 1943 to build 50,000 pistols like the model 
400, but in 9mm Parabellum; thus creating the model 600.  Of that contract, only the first 10,500 were delivered to the 
Nazis by July 16, 1944, when the advancing Allies secured enough of southern France to close off overland access by 
the Axis to Spain.  Wearing Waffenampt-020 acceptance stamps, this example (s/n 9904) is one of those. 

 
8. Norway  Manufacturer: M/1914 Nazi: Pistole 657(n) (.45 ACP) 
Licensed from Colt and made by the Norwegian state armory at Kongburg from 1915 through 1947.  
When Norway fell to the Nazi’s in 1940, limited production continued under the Quisling puppet 
government, mostly for domestic police use, since the 45 ACP chambering likely prevented further 
distribution throughout the Reich.  Of the 8,223 made during the occupation, only the final 920 fin-

ished during 1945 were the stamped with Waffenamt code of Waa84 on the left side of 
the slide.   
This example was completed in late 1941 and was in a lot of 150 that was accepted by 
the occupied army of Norway on January 13, 1942. 
 
 
 

Brian Carlson 
Oakdale, MN 
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2019-2020 

DAKOTA TERRITORY GUN COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION GUN SHOW DATES 

SEPTEMBER 28-29, 2019 

BISMARCK CIVIC CENTER 

BISMARCK, ND 

Chairman: Laura Ennen 

508 N Bell St 

Bismarck, ND  58501 

(701) 221-2638 

 

OCTOBER 26-27, 2019 

RAMKOTA HOTEL EXHIBIT HALL 

SIOUX FALLS, SD 

Chairman: Rob Moore 

PO Box 425 

Mitchell, SD  57301 

(605) 630-2199 

 

 

DECEMER 14-15, 2019 

NO FACILITY SECURED YET 

DICKINSON, ND 

Chairman: Terry Ennen 

16610 62nd Ave SE 

Menoken, ND  58558 

(701) 391-2416 

 

 

JANUARY 04-05, 2020 

NO FACILITY SECURED YET 

FARGO, ND 

Chairman: Mike Seaburg 

25 3rd St S 

Carrington, ND  58421 

(701) 650-1233 

 

 

JANUARY 11-12, 2020 

SWIFTEL CENTER 

BROOKINGS, SD 

Chairman: Vic Carter 

18299 US Hwy 81 

Castlewood, SD  57223 

(605) 793-2347 

 

 

JANUARY 18-19, 2020 

BISMARCK CIVIC CENTER 

BISMARCK, ND 

Chairman: Laura Ennen 

508 N Bell St 

Bismarck, ND  58501 

(701) 221-2638 

 

JANUARY 25-26, 2020 

NATIONAL FIELD ARCHERY BLDG 

YANKTON, SD 

Chairman: Dennis Klimisch 

43763 298th St 

Utica, SD 57067 

605-661-8021  605-655-4619 

 

FEBRUARY 1-2, 2020  

DAKOTA EVENT CENTER (THE DEC) 

ABERDEEN, SD            

Chairman: Terry Ennen 

16610 62nd Ave SE 

Menoken, ND  58558 

(701) 391-2416 

ANNUAL MEETING following show 

 

FEBRUARY 08-09, 2020 

TROPHY SHOW-THE BIG ONE  

CONVENTION CENTER 

SIOUX FALLS, SD      

Chairman: Rob Moore 

PO Box 425 

Mitchell, SD  57301 

(605) 630-2199 

 

 

FEBRUARY 15-16, 2020 

RAMKOTA RIVER CENTRE 

PIERRE, SD 

Chairman: Steve Livermore 

PO Box 972 

Ft. Pierre, SD  57532 

(605) 280-2438 

 

 

FEBRUARY 22-23, 2020 

WINTER SHOW BUILDING 

VALLEY CITY, ND 

Chairman: Mike Seaburg 

25 3rd St S 

Carrington, ND  58421 

(701) 650-1233 

 

MARCH 7-8, 2020 

ALERUS CENTER 

GRAND FORKS, ND 

Chairman: Bill Braun 

1331 14 ½ Ave N 

Wahpeton, ND  58075 

701-640-6260 

 

MARCH 14-15, 2020 

DAVISON CTY. FAIR GROUNDS 

MITCHELL, SD 

Chairman: Rob Moore 

PO Box 425 

Mitchell, SD  57301 

(605) 630-2199 

 

 

MARCH 21-22, 2020 

CODINGTON CTY AG BLDG 

WATERTOWN, SD 

Chairman: Vic Carter 

18299 US Hwy 81 

Castlewood, SD  57223 

(605) 793-2347 

 

 

APRIL 18-19, 2020 

RUSHMORE CIVIC CENTER 

RAPID CITY, SD 

Chairman: Keith Hakeman 

7301 Pinon Jay Circle 

Rapid City, SD  57702 

(605) 270-0764 

 

 

 


